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Normal modes of oscillations of lattices
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Abstract. Polynomial equations are obtained for the solutions of the vibrational

frequencies of a simple cubic, primitive orthorhombic and tetragonal Bravais
lattices of finite size with particles connected to their nearest neighbours through
both central and non-central forces, but with arbitrary forcesconnecting the surface
atoms to the rigid walls. The exact expressions of the different normal modes of
oscillations and the amplitudes of vibration of different particles in various m(~des
are obtained by solving three decoupled partial difference equations.
Keyword. Lattice oscillations.
1.

Introduction

Normal modes of oscillatio~ls of a simple cubic lattice have been in.vestigated by
a v.umber of authors. Montroll and Potts (1955 a, 1955 b), Koster (1954), Koster
aa).d Slater (1954), Matthias, Geballe aJ~.d Compton (1963) made detailed study
oil the effect of lattice defects olt lattice vibration by using the cyclic
botmdary conditions. However, it has bee_~,poi~).ted out that the cyclic bouI)dary
co~.ditions may not give the correct results since in a real crystal the presence o f
a bouu.dary surface influence the physical properties of the atoms of the crystal,
especially those in the vicMty of the surface.
Using oIte-dimen.sional lattice with free ep.ds Rosenstock (1955) has shown
that the cyclic boundary conditions may not give correct results for the surface
effects of a thin film and the infrared absorption1 spectrum of art ionic lattice.
Recently Puszkarski (1973) has solved the problem of vibrations of a finite linear
chain with arbitrary asymmetrical bourtdary conditions. Maradudin, Montroll
and Weiss (1963) have discussed the effects of surfaces on the vibrations of three
dimensioilal crystal lattice when the ratio of surface area to volume of the crysta 1
is not negligible. They have shown that surface effects may alter the temperature
dependeP,.ce of thermodynamic ftmctions a~td give rise to distinct size effects.
MacRae a~_d Germer (1962) have observed that the vibratio~al amplitudes of the
surface atoms become more important than those in the interior of the crystal in
the phenomenoI~ of diffraction of low-ezlergy electrons by the surface of ~.ickel
crystal. The behaviour of specific heat of the lattice at low temperature has
bee~t illterpreted in terms of the vibrations of the surface atoms (Dupuis, Mazo
and On.sager 1960). Mmly authors (Wallis a~.d Gazis 1962, Rich 1963, Maradudi~ artd Mehtgailis 1964, Ashkin 1964) have studied the Mossbauer effect for
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a crystal with a free surface and have fom~d a stro~g depei~de~ce of the memosquare amplitude and Doppler shift o~. the position of the resonant nucleus relative to the surface. Ashkin (1964) has studied the vibrational frequencies of the
localized modes due to mass defect. The surface effect of the crystal is taken
into account by creating mathematically a pair of boundary surfaces by setting
to zero all interatomic forces which cross a given, plane. Maradudin and Melngailis (1964) represented the surface as an exter~ded defect. Thus in order to
find the finite size effect of the crystal on various physical phenomena one has
to treat the surface atoms in a different manner from the atoms in the interior of
the crystal.
In a previous paper (Chaudhuri 1974, hereafter this paper will be referred as I)
we discussed the problem of vibration of o~te-dimensional mo~oatomic and diatomic
lattices with arbitrary end forces. The present paper extends the discussion to
the case of three-dimensio~al lattices. Our model uses nearest-x,.eighbour harmonic
ceJ~tral and non-cen.tral forces. The tect~ique developed here is applicable to the
vibrations of simple cubic, primitive orthorhombic and tetrago~ml Bravais lattices.
The macroscopic crystal has the shape of rectm~gutar prism whose edges are
parallel to the edges of the crystallographic unit cell. This choice as shown by
Payton and Visscher (1967) affords the simplification that the motions in. each
Cartesian direction are independe~.t. We assume that the surface atoms are connected to the rigid walls by arbitrary forces. The amplitudes of viblatioJa of
different particles in normal modes of oscillatio~s satisfy three decoupled partial
differeuce equations. We solve the partial differerr.ceequatio~t by a method which
is analogous to the method of separation1 of variables applied to partial differential equations. We obtain,, a set of polyJ~.omial equatio, s for the allowed
frequencies of vibration of the lattice. We also obtain, the exact expressions for
the amplitudes of the differe~tt particles in the various vibration modes. As
special cases of our problem we have co~tsidered the effects of different eJld springs
on the vibrational frequencies a~ld the amplitudes of vibratio~L.

2. Three-dimensional monoatomic Iattiees
We consider a simple L × M × N 3-dime~lsional lattice of L × M × N identical
particles each of mass t~. Each particle in the lattice is coupled to its nearest
neighbours through both central and no~l-central forces, whereas the particles
o:l the surfaces of the crystal are co;lnected to rigid walls with arbitrary force
constants. The co-ordinate axes are chosen to be parallel to the crystal cell
edges a, b and e where a, b, c are the three primitive traJ~slation vectors of the
crystal. We shall denote the positio~,s of the lattice points (4 m, n) by the set
(x=m, Y~m, zl,,,) which are the components of the displacements of atoms parallel
to the cell edges. The force constmlt matrix for adjacent atoms referred with
respect to a, b, c as the basis is taken to be diagonal. In that case the motions
in the x, y and z directions are iItdependent of each other (Payton and Visscher,
1967) and therefore we need o~ly analyze the behaviour of a lattice with one
degree of freedom per lattice point. The equations of motion for small vibrations may be written as
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2xt,.. + xz-1 , . .

[ X t + l rnn - -

- (S~ xzm. + x,-1 ,,.) a 1~
-- (S'j. x,.,. + xt+~ .,.) an]

+ k~. [x~ m+,. -- 2xu,. + xz .,-1.
- ( & , x , . . + x, .,_~ .) ~1.
- (S'~. x,,,. + xt m+l .) aM.,]
+ ka. [x~., .+1 -- 2xz,.. + x~,..-a
- ( & , xz,.. + xt., . - 0 a 1.
- (s'~. x,~. + x , . . + O ~N.]
t = 1, 2, . . . , L
m = 1, 2, . . . , M
n =1,2,

...,N

(I)

where
S~. = K . / k ~ . -- 1,
i=

S't. = K'~,/k~. -- 1

1,2,3.

Here k~. represents Me central force constant and k2. and/ca, are the non-central
force constants for vibrations in the x-direction. K1. and K'I. are the force constants
at the boundary surfaces at I = 1 and 1 = L, K2., K'2., K3. and K'8. are the similar
quarttities at the boundary surfaces m = 1, m = M , n = 1, and n = N respectively, the conditions &. = S'~. = -- 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) correspond to free surfaces
of the lattice. Equations similar to (1) exist for the y- and z-directions of vibrations of the lattice points.
We seek n o r m a l mode solutions of (1) having the form
x~.. = at,,. cos (o~t + a)

(2)

where a,,,. is the amplitude of vibration of the (l, m, n)th particle of the lattice
and o~ is the angular frequency of the n o r m a l vibration. The system of second
order differential equations ( 1 ) i s then transformed into a partial difference
equation :
( - - g.o~~ + 2kl.) a ~ . -- kl. (a~+x ,~. + a~-i ,~.)
= k~. (az m+1. -- 2az ,.. -k- az m-1 .)
+ k3. (az,. ,,+1 -- 2atm. q- az,..-1)

(3)

with the end cortditions
ao,,~ = -- $1, al,..

(4 a)

az0. = -- S~, an.

(4 b)

au, o = -- Sa, at,,1

(4 c)

at.+1 ,.. = -- S'j. a o . .

(4 d)
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at M+I. ~
aim

N + I

=

--

--

S ' 2~ all,In

(4 e)

S ' a : alton •

(4f)

It should be mentioned that there is no particle for 1 = 0, I = L q- 1, m = 0, etc.
The additional quantities {ao,,}, {aL+~,,,}, etc. occurring in (4) are introduced purely
formally so that equations arising due to the " e n d a t o m s " (l = 1, l = L, etc.)
acquires the same form as exists for l = 2, 3 , . . . , L - 1, etc. Consequently (3)
holds for l : 1 , . . . , L ; m = 1, .... M ; n = 1 , . . . , N .

3.

Solutions of the partial difference equation and allowed angular frequencies

There are L × M × N rmmber of az,, axtd from (3) and (4) one can see that there
are L × M × N linear equations connecth~g all these amplitudes. For the existence of the solution of the system of equations it is necessary that the determinant of order L × M × N whose elements are the coefficients of an,, should
vaxtish. It immediately shows that there are L × M x N allowed values of oJ~.
Ilk this paper a simple method of finding all the allowed frequencies is suggested.
It is well knower, that a partial differential equation cart be transformed into a
partial difference equation (Morse and Feshbach 1953). A partial differential
equatio~, can be solved irt some cases by the method of sepration of variables.
An equivalent method for the case of partial difference equation is discussed here.
Due to its simple structure, the partial difference equation in (3) can be b r o k m
into three decoupled (ordinary) difference equations if one writes
a,m, = A (1) B (m) C (n).

(5)

Equation (3) now becomes

1
A (I) [( --/~w2 -}- 2k,,) A (1) -- kl, {A (1 -t- 1) q- A (l -- 1)}1
1
-- B (m) C (n) [k2" C (n) {B (m q- 1) -- 2B (m) q- B (m -- 1)}
q- ka, B (m) {C (n q- 1) -- 2C (n) q- C (n -- 1)}]
= -- %.

(6)

Left hand side of (6~ i, a functien of I only and it is equal to some quantitie~ which
are functions of m and n, and therefore they must be equal to some constavt -- a~.
thu~ the /-equation bzcomes

(-- I~¢o' q- 2k~, q- a,) A (P, -- kl, {A (l + 1) -1- A (l -- 13} = 0.

(7)

The allowed values of aj will be determined by impo, ing the end cocdition~ (4).
Equation (7) is a differmme ~quatiou in cne index l only. So this method is
analogous to the method of separation of variables applied to partial differertial
equations.
The method of solutio~t of a second order difference equation in one variable
has been discussed in detail in I. We have from (7)
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a (l) =fz (fix) A (1) --f~-x (3a) A (0)

(8)

/31 = (-- tz°~2 "4- 2ku q- ax)/kl.

(9)

where

P

f , (fix) = 2-'+x

2(')

0o)

2r-t- 1 flx~-2,-a ~ 2 --4)'

y=O

with P = I/2 or ( I - 1)/2 whichever is an integer. The oroperties of the polynomial ft (ill) are discussed in the previous paper I. If we apply the end co~lditim~ (4 a) the eq. (8) becomes

A (l) = F(I, fl~, S~,) A (1)

(11)

F(I,

(12)

where

S,°) ----f,Ox) + Sl,f,-x (30.

B (m) a.,~d C (n) can be solved from (6) in exactly the same manner by separating
the variables m and n:
1

B(m) [(% -- 2k~,) B(m) -? k2, {B(m q- l) q- B(m -- 1)}1
1

= C (hi [2k3, C (n) - ka, {C (n + 1) + C (n -- 1)}]
= -- a~.
where % is some constant independent of m and n.
following solutions

(13)
Equations (13) Rave the

B(m) = F(m, fl~, &,) B (1)

(14)

C (n) = F(n, t33, $3,) C (1)

(15)

where the end conditions (4 b) and (4 c) have been used aild
/33 = (2k2® -- % -- a2)/k,,

(16)

,gs = (2k3, -k %)/k3,.

(17)

The allowed values of/~,/32 and, fla are obtained by imposing the end conditions
(4 d), (4 e) and (4f):

F(L + 1, fin, S~,) -k S'a, F(L, flx, S~,) = 0
F(M + 1, flz, S~,) + S'2, F(M, f12, S~,) =- 0
F (U + 1, fin, Sa~) -~ S'a, F (N, fin, Sa,) = O.

(18)
(19)
(20)

Equation (18) is a polynomial equation in fll of degree L having L values of fix.
Therefore by solving (18)-(20) we will get L values of fix, M values of fl~ and N
values of/3a. It is evident from (9), (16) and (17) that corresponding to one
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value of fin or a2, there are M values of t32 or a 1 and corresponding to each
of ax, there are L values of t31 or oJ~. Therefore the system of polynomial equations (18)-(20) admits L x M x N values of frequencies given by
8

tzoJ~ =

I

k,, ( 2 - - f l , ) .

(21)

Jml

If we deftue
A, = ½ [flj + (f12 _ 4)v2] = exp (i~j)
then the allowed frequencies cm,. be expressed as
3

/zoJ~' = 4 I

k,, sin 2 (~j/2).

(22)

The amplitudes of vibrations of the lattice poirtts are also exactly determined by
this method:
a,,,. = aux F (l, fix, Sa,) F (m,/3o, Sz,) F (n, fl~, Sa,).

(23)

Let us consider some of the special cases :
(i) Free e n d conditions S ~ = S'~, = -- 1

(i = 1, 2, 3).

The frequeii.cies are givelt by (22) with the followi~g valt~es of q~
~, = ( r x - -

1)~r/L

rl = 1, 2 , . . . , L

~b2 = ( r 2 - 1 ) , / M

r 2 = 1, 2 , . . . , M

~a = ( r 3 -- 1)rr/N

r3 = 1, 2 , . . . , N

The amplitudes arran are expressed as
a,m. = alu cos (l -- ½) ~bj.cos (m -- ½) ~b2 cos (n -- ½) ~ba/
(cos ffl/2 cos ~b2/2 cos ~3/2).
It should be noted that for r~ = rz --- r3 = 1, ,~2 = 0
asld az,~, a m which correspond to the trm~slation of lattice.
(ii) S~. = S'~. = 0

(i = 1, 2, 3)

In this case the force consta~lts at the boundary surfaces are same as the interatomic forces. Now the allowed values of if1, ~2 asld ~3 are the following:
d?x = r~cr/(L -4- 1)

r x = 1, 2 , . . . , L

= r r/(M + 1)

r2 = 1, 2, . . . , M

=

r3 = 1, 2, . . . , N

+ 1)

The amplitudes of vibrations are
aim. = a m sin l~1 sin m~bz sill n~3/(silt q~l sin ~b2sin ~bs)
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(iii) S~, = S'~, = 1 (i : 1, 2, 3)
In this special case ¢1, q~z al~.d ~a have the followiltg allowed values:

~x = rffr/L

r1=1,2, ...,L
r 2 = 1, 2, . . . , M

=

r8=1,2, ...,N

~s = raqr/N

and the amplitudes take the followiltg simple form
az,,. = am sip. (l -- ½) q~t si~ (m -- ½) ¢., sil~.(n -- ½) Ca/
(sin ~,/2 sin ~ / 2 si,. ~3/2).
If we consider all the real values of ~, i.e., ¢~ = ¢ z - C a --~r the frequency
and the amplitudes are givelt by
= 4 (kx, +

+/q.)

aztd
a,.. = al= ( - 1)'+m+"+l.

This mode of vibration is quite mmsual. The mguitude of maximum x-displacements of all the particles are same, but any two adjacent atoms have displacemerits hi two opposite directions.
For the vibration in the y- and z-directions we can write equations similar to (1)
in which the force constants kx,, k,,~ and k3, for the crystal lattice m~.d K,, and
K',, (i = 1, 2, 3) at the boundary surfaces have to be changed. I,t a real crystal
some of the force constants depending oil the symmetry of the crystal may be same,
but here we may discuss the problem in ge~leral. We cmt follow the method
discussed above step by step mtd ultimately obtain the allowed frequency conditions and the exact expressions for the amplitudes {lz~.} and {%,,} for the vibrations in the y- and z-directions in terms of lm and cm respectively. In this way
we may obtain true three-dimensional motions of the crystal.

4. Discussion
We have obtained a method of solving a partial difference equatiol~, which is similar
to the well-ktmw1~ method of separation of variables applied to partial differential equations. This technique gives us the exact expressions of the different
normal modes of oscillations of a lattice with nearest neighbour interactions and
arbitrary surface forces. Polyrtomial equations are obtained for the solutions
of the vibratiortal frequencies. In case of mass defect the method of separation
of variables is rtot applicable and therefore one has to develop a perturbation
tectmique or some other method for solving the problem of vibrations of the
defective lattice with arbitrary bomldary conditions. In our simple procedure
we obtain exact expressions for the amplitudes of the different particles iv. the
various vibration modes. With the help of these amplitudes one may obtain the
mean square velocities and displacements for different particles which are useful
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in many problems of solid state theory. Finite size effect of tile crystal on
various physical phenomena can. be studied in our simple model.
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